SAMPLE of my support for tutors in COM118 – Media Production & Presentation – this was used in relation to support developed for students on the Data Server.

Screenshot of weekly support material that I prepared to provide guidance for multiple part-time and full-time staff who tutored 230 1st year Communication students. (Subject previously coded as COM103, currently as COM130). Dates are odd because of hard drive transfer of files.
Here is an example of material that I prepared for students regarding the Newspaper Theatre assignment in COM118 c2006-2007. These materials types of materials are referred to in the reference from Dr. Peter Simmons (Acting Head of School) in his reference. These types of materials were developed for the “Data Server” which was a tool I used to communicate with students c1994-2008, prior to the implementation of CSUInteract.

Also, see pdf of article describing this assignment in the Scholarly Activities link within this site of supporting teaching materials.
The following screenshot offers an image of the range of materials that I prepared and made available for the 230+ students enrolled in COM130.